GET & GO
STARTER KIT PROMOTION
SAMPLE RECIPES

Card Base Size:
- Standard A2
- Notecard
- Other ____________

Stamps: So Much Love
Paper: Brights Assorted Cardstock (Granny Apple Green, Bermuda Bay, Coastal Cabana, Daffodil Delight)
Ink: Misty Moonlight ink pad
Accessories: Basic Rhinestones
Adhesives: Dimensionals
Tools: Paper Snips

Tips/Tricks:
Stamp images before cutting into strips

Card Base Size:
- Standard A2
- Notecard
- Other ____________

Stamps: Queen Anne’s Lace
Paper: Brights Assorted Cardstock (Granny Apple Green, Bermuda Bay, Coastal Cabana, Daffodil Delight)
Ink: Misty Moonlight ink pad
Accessories: Basic Rhinestones
Adhesives: Dimensionals, Seal
Tools: Paper Snips

Tips/Tricks:
Two step stamping, stamp line art image in Misty Moonlight, and solid image in Bermuda Bay. Stamp sentiment and use Paper Snips to cut diagonal edge.